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Abstract. In many system3 anumber of difl’erent processes have a similar structure and behaviour. 
To shorten system description and system analysis it is desirable to be able to treat such similar 
processes in a uniform and succinct way. In this paper it is shown how Petri nets can be generalized 
to allow processes to be described by a colmmon subnet, without losing the ability to distinguish 
between them. Gur generalization, called coloured Petri nets, is heavily influenced by predi- 
cate/transition-nets introduced by H.J. Genrich and K. Lautenbach. Moreover our paper shows 
how the invariant-method, introduced for Petri nets by K. Lautenbach, can be generalized to 
coloured Petri nets. 
Petri nets [4,5,6] have prsoved to be a valuable tool in the description and analysis 
of systems 3wlth concurrent actions, The purpose of this paper is to introduce a 
generalization of Petri nets and to show how it can be used to describe and analyse 
complex systems. In coloured Petri nets each token has attached a colour, indicating 
the identity of the token. Moreover each1 place and each transition has attached a set 
of colours. A transition can fire with respect to each of its colours. By a firing of ai 
transition, tokens are removed and added at the input and output places in the 
normal way, except that a functional delpendency is specified between the colour of 
the transition firing and the colours of thle involved tokens. The colour attached to a 
token may be changed by a transition firing and it often represents a complex 
data-value. 
Our definition of coloured Petri nets is heavily influenced by the definition o:C’ 
‘predicate/transition-nets’ in [ 1,8] and thus by the definition of ‘CP-nets” in [7 
main idea is essentially the same, but our formalization sleems to be simpler an 
suitable for mathematical analysis of the described systems. 
In [3] place/transition-me analyaed by means of system invar 
n the weights are ,taken into aecou 
an invariant number of tokens. The method builds upon linear 
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In 11, $1 it is propose to generalize the invariant-method to predicate/transition- 
nets. Th,e main extension is that matrices of integers are replaced by matrices of 
formal SITES over C&UES. The invariants of [ 1,8] may contain free variables (over the 
se of colours). To interpret the invnriants it seems necessary to kid the free 
variables via a substitution, where at least partial knowledge abo *Et the firing 
sacpence leading to the marking in question must be used. 
Our paper proposes to replace matrices of integers by matrices of hear functions 
between sets of coZours. Then invariants can be established irectly witi-lout he need 
of substitutions. 
It should be stressed that we do not claim that our ‘coloured Petri 79s are more 
convenient for description of systems than the ‘predicate/transition-nets of [l]. In 
the two approaches are very similar, and the differences are mainly a 
rsonal taste or convenience for the respective application J. 
What we do claim is that we have developed an alternative method fcr the analysis 
of these kinds of nets. The method is directly inspired by [ 1,8], but it doc:s not involve 
substitutions for free variables in the invariants. In our opinion this makes the 
method more transparent and we give an example where a proof in [l] is simplified 
considerably. 
In Section 2 place/transition-nets and the invariant-method are defined. As a 
simple example, we consider the well known system consisting of readers 7~ nd writers. 
In Section 3 coloured Petri nets are motivated and it={ formally introduced by means 
of the well known system, consisting of five dining philosophers. 
In Section 4 coloured Petri nets and the invariant-method for them are formally 
defined. The philosopher-system isanalysed. 
In Section 5 a more complex system, consisting of d;Itabase managers and message 
buffers, is described and analysed. This exzmple is taken from [l], where it is shown 
how to complete a marking from partial knowledge of it. The proof in [l] uses one 
page of rather complicated equations and moreover part of the predicate/transition- 
net is unfolded to a complicated place/transition-net. In our formalism, the similar 
proof can be done in a few lines and without unfolding the coloured Petri net. 
Mloreover we show how complicated invariants can be constructed from simpler 
ones. 
In this section we introduce a ind of Petri nets called place/tramsition-nets, and 
ovt‘ how these can be ana by constructing system-invariants as proposed in 
lace/transition-nets i 0 he most used and well known kinds of Petri nets. 
wever, to ease our late bon to ‘coloured etri nets’ ‘we shall present he 
finition of p~aceitrans 
usual one. 
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Let H, fV and [A-*B] denote integers, nonnegative integers, and total 
to I3 respectively. 
placelt~~nsitj.~~n-net is a 4-tuple PTN = (P, T, W, mo) (fixed for the rest o 
except for examples)! where 
( 1) P is a set of places, 
(2) T is a set of trd2nsitions, 
(3) PnT=ld,BuT#8, 
(4) E [P x T + Z] is the incidence-function, 
(5) mo E [P + b4] is the initial mdwking. 
A marking of IPTN is a function in [P -) t+J]. A place p is an inpun phce (output place) 
for a transition t iff W( p, t) < 0 (JV(p, t) > 0). 
A place/transition-net can be represented as a directed grspIr. As an example the 
incidence-function and initial marking in Fig. 1 define the Petri net represented 
graphically in Fig. 2, where by convention 1 W( p, t)l = 1 for all u~i’babelleti arcs. For 
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Fiz. 1. Incidence-function and initial marking, for place/transition-net. 
The intuition behind place/transition-nets is that transitions may fire 
thereby removing tokens from their input places and adding tokens to their output 
places. The numbers of tokens removed or added are specified by CV. 
Transitions may fire concurrently (simultaneously) iff they involve disjoint sets of 
tokens. 
For the rest of this section we assume that the sets of places and transitions are 
finite and of the form P = {pl, p2, . . . , pn} and T = {tl, t2, . . . , t,], where n, m E IV:. h 
is then po&ble to consider the isrcide rice-function as an incidence-matrix containing 
n rows and m columns. Analogously each function from .P or T can be considered as 
a vector with n and m elements respectively. 
To formalize the firing rule we need a few definitions: &4 weighted set of transiths 
is a function x E [T + H]. It is positive iff x (t) 2 0 for all t E T a 
one 4% ‘+ an ‘*’ denote matrix-a!ddition and matrix-mult 
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Pig. 2. Graphical representation of the place/transition-net in Rg. 1. 
Two markings m and ~2’ are in the relation m 2m’iff VpE P[m(+m’(p)]. W-isa 
matrix, constructed from W by 
V( p, t) E P ‘J( T 
-W(p, t), if W(p, t)<O 
[ w-(p,1)=(0 
9 if W(p, t)=4 1 l 
Each vector can be considered as a matrix with a single roar: or as a matrix with a 
single column. Markings and wi;ighted sets of transitions will always be considered as 
matrices with a single column, Iwhile weighted sets of places (to be’defined shortly) 
will always be considered as matrices with a single row (although they may be shown 
in tables as columns). 
A positive weighted set of transitions x has concession in a marking m iff 
1 wz 3 W- *x. When x has concession it may I’*0 If x fires, a new marking m’ = 
m + W *x is reached. m’ is sai to be directly I _ Jiable from m. Reachability is the 
reflexive, symmetric and transitive closure of direct reachability. From the firing rule 
ii immediately follows that, if a marking m’ is reachable from another marking m, 
there exists a weighted set of t nsitions X, such that m’ = m + W * x. 
A weighted set of places is a in&ion in [P + Z]. 
([3]). Let v be a weighted set of places. If v * = 0, then v * m’ = v u m 
for all markings m’ and m, where m’ is reachable from m. v is then said to be an 
invariant. 
* 
v*m’= v*(m+ *x) (m’ reachable from m) 
=v* -i- v * ( *d ~distributivity~ 
=v* +(v* 
=v* 
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linear combination of invariants is itself an invariant. ThUS there 
i nitely many invariants. 
. To illustrate the use of the invariant-method we finish this section by 
analysing the place/transition-net in Fig. 2. It can be interpreted as a model of the 
well known system, consisting of rt processes, n > 0, which may read and write in a 
shared memory. Several processes may be reading concurrently, but when a process 
is writing, no other process can be reading or writing. No priority is assumed betwecj: 
the read and write operations. Each process can be in five different states: LP ( 
processing, where the shared memory is not used), WR (waiting to read), 
(waiting to write), R (reading), and W (writing). The place S (synchronization) 
enforces the mutual exclusion of writers. Intuitively tokens on LP, WR, WW, R and 
W represent processes, while tokens on S represent he state of the shared memory. 
From the incidence-matrix in Fig. 1 we find three invariants shown as the columns 
(il), (i2) and (i3). 
From each of the invariants (il), (i2) and (i3) we shall construct, by means of 
Theorem 1, an equation satisfied for all markings reachable from the initial marking. 




we conclude that the number of processes is invariant. 
From 
W) m(R)+n m(W)+m(S)=n 
we conclude that when a process is ‘writing’, no other process can be ‘reading’ or 
‘writing’. The number of ‘reading’ processes is between zero and n, Moreover, if nu 
processes are ‘reading’ or ‘writing’, m(S) == n. Thus t3 has, concession if at least INK 
process is ‘waiting to read’ and t4 has concession if at least one process is ‘waitmg to 
write’. 
From 
( 3) i ) + m (WW) = (n - 1)m (W) + m (S) 
(which is a linear combination of (il) and (i2)) we conchde that when no pyocless i  
‘writing’, m(WRj 4 m(S). Thus t3 has concession if at least one process is ‘waiting to 
read’. 
. The place/transition-net in Fig. 2 cann? deadlock (reach a marking; 
where no transition has concession). 
concession. 
ro 
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If m&P) + m(R) + m(W) = 0 it follows from (il) and (i2) that m(W 
n, m(S) = n, and thus t3 or t4 have concession. 
In the readers/writers ystem, treated in the previous section, it was not necessary 
to distinguish between different tokens at the same place. Often the situation is more 
complex. As an example consider the standard synchronization problem consisting 
of five philosophers who alternately think and eat. To eat, a philosopher needs two 
forks, but unfortunately there are only five forks on the circular table and each 
philosopher is only allowed to use the two forks nearest o him (see Fig. 3 ). Obviously 




Fig. 3. Five dining philosophers. 
The philosopher system can be described by a place/transition-net. Its graphical 
representation isshown in Fig. 4 (‘th’, ‘e’ and VI are short for ‘think’, ‘eat’ and ‘free 
forks’, respectively). The incidence-matrix, initial marking and 10 invariants are 
shown in Fig. 5. For the moment ignore the dashed lines. 
From invariants (il)-(i5) we conclude that each philosopher is either thinking or 
eating, but not bot rom invariants (i6)-(ilO) we conclude that no philosopher can 
‘tre eating at the same time as one of hir;, neighbours. 
. The place/transitio cannot deadloc 
e i~~iti 
. . y 5, transition Eli has concession. 
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Fig. 4. Place/transition-net describing the philosopher system. For convenience the place ffl has been 
drawn twice. It has only one token. 
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Fig. 5. Incidenr.c-matrix, initial marking and 10 invariants for the place/tr:,rrsition-net’in Fig. 4. 
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If nr(eiPOforalliE1,..., 5, it follows fro’m (il)--(ilO) that 
:n(thj) = 1 for all i e 1,. . . ,5, 
m(Si)=l foralliEl,...,S 
but then ai ha concession for all i E 1, . . . , 5. 
During the previous an~alysis of the philosopher system we constructe da large net, 
and found many invariants. In practical system work this is not just annoying, but it 
also puts rather narrow limits on the complexity of the systems which ca 
In f he readers/writers ystem the size of the net was kept smail by aiia: wing tokens, 
representing different processes, to share the same subnet. It is tempting to use the 
r the ph\ilosopher system. y a folding (see [5]) of the placc/trarAtion- 
net in Fig. 4 we obtain the net shown in Fig. 6, but unfortunately this is not a correct 
description of the philosopher system. In Fig. 6 each philosopher uses two forks, but 
he as allowed to select hem among all free forks, not just the two nearest o him. Thus 
two neighbours can eat at the same time. 
free forks 
Fig. 6. The philosopher net after a folding where some places and some transitions are 
Unfortunately, this simpie net is not a correct description of the philosopher system. 
unified. 
Our aim is to obtain a net of the same size as Fig. 6, but a .let which correctly 
describes the philosopher system in the sense lthat each philosopher can only use the 
two forks nearest o him. This can be done by being able to distinguish between the 
tokens representing the individual philosophers iand also between the tokens 
thl, th2, . . . , ths by a single place 
uish between these tokens, which 
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as formal sums over P As an example m(think) = phi +ph3 -t ph4 represents, that 
ers 1, 3 and 4 are thinking while philosophers 2 and 5 are not. 
Analog~lusly the places el, e es are replaced by a single place ‘eat’ with 
ssibie colours, and , , ff 5 are replaced by a single 
. . . , fs} as the set of possible colours. 
ent each transition ai from Fig. 4 has the 
Fig. ‘7, where the formal sums phi and fi i-f;:@1 at the arcs indicate that by a firing of ai, 
the token remoIled from ‘think’ and the token added to ‘eat’ must have colour phi, 
while the two tokens removed from ‘free forks’ must have colours fi and j& 
respectively. 
PH 
Fig. 7. Part of the philosopher net after a folding where some places are unified. 
The next step will be to replace the 5ve transitions nl, Q, . . . , ~15 by a single 
transition “take forks’, which may fire in five different ways corresponding to the five 
philosophers. To distinguish between these different ways of firings we attach to the 
transition ‘j;ake forks’ the set of colours, PH, representing the: individual philoso- 
phers. We then get the subnet in Fig. 8, w%‘ere ID, LEFT and RIGHT are functions 
from the set of colours PH attached to ‘take forks’ into the set of colours attached to 
its input/output places: ‘think’, ‘eat’ and ‘free forks’. The functions indicate that a 
firing of ‘take forks’, with colour v E PI+, removes a token with coltour ID(v) E PH 
from ‘think’, adds a token with colour P D(v) E PH to ‘eat’, and removes two tokens 
from ‘free forks’ with colours LEFT(U) E 7 and RIGHT(v) E F respectively. ID it3 the 
Fig. 8. Part of thu philosopher net after a folding where so 
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ider:tity function on N-I. LEFT and RIGHT map each philosopher-colour into the 
colotir of its leti and right fork respectively. 
Analogously we replace the transiiions bl, b2, . . . , bs by a single transition ‘put 
down fork? with PH as the set of possible firing colours. We then ge; the coloured 
Petri net in Fig, 9, where by convention all unlabelled arcs represeadj the identi 
function of the set of colours attached to its transition. 
Initially mo(think) = c PH, ma(eat) = 0 and m&ee forks) = c Hi, where for an 
arbitrary set of colours A we define c A = xaEA a. 
Fig. 9. Coloured Petri net describing the ph:losop&x system. 
3.1. Generalization of the invariant-method 
In the previous part of this section we have seen how to obtain a coloured Petri net 
from a place/transition-net by a folding. Each place (transition) in the coloured Petri 
net replaces a group of places (transitions) in the place/transition-net. In the 
incidence-matrix (Fig, 5) these groups of places and transitions are indicated by 
dashed lines. The dashed lines divide the incidence matrix into six submatrioes, e$ach 
describing the tokens removed or added at a single place p (in the coloured Petri net) 
by firing a single transition t (in the coloured Petri net). Let C(p) and C(t) be the sets 
lof colours attached to p and t respectively. The submatrix corresponding to p7 and t 
contains a row for each element in Cf p) and a column for each element in C(t). Thus 
it uniquely dtzfines a li 
submatrix in Fig. 5 
c blowed Petri nests 
think (P,) PH -ID ID 
eat (pz) PI-I I I !D I -1D 
I lnvar iants 
Fig. 10. Incidence-matrix for the coloured IPetri net in F’%g. 9. 
Next consider the invariants (i6)-(ilO) in Fig. 5. E,ach invariant (weighted set of 
places) is in our method considered as a matrix with a single row. Thus it would be 
more correct to draw (i6)-(ilO) as shown in Fig. 11. 
Eiach of the invariants (i6)-(ilO) is a special instance of a common scheme, and we 
want to combine them into a single invariant containing colours. To distinguish 
between the original five invariants we need a set U containing five different colours 
and we choose U = F’. 
The dashed lines divide Fig. 11 into three submatrices. The submatrix cor- 
responding to a place p uniquely defines a linear function in [[C(p) + Z] -* [U + Z]]. 
Substituting each submatrix by the corresponding ffunction we obtain a matrix 
containing a single row, with the three elements hown as (i2’) in Fig. IO. In a similar 
way we can obtain (il’) with U = PI-I from the invariants (il)-(is). 
Fig, 11. Invariants (i6)-(ilO) from Fig. 5 shown as rows (instead of columns). 
Rename the plafces and transiticns in the coloured Petri net as shown in the 
parentheses in 
(tri)lsis3 the th 
be the six sublmatrices from Fig. 5 and 
From the definitions in Section 2 it follows that (i(i)-(ilO) are invariants i
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Matrix multiplication is equivalent to composition of the corresponding !inear 
functions, Thus we can replace vi * Wii by V( -, where a primed symbol denotes the 
linear function determined by the submatri oted by the corresponding unprimed 
symbol. 
It then follows that (i6)-(ilO) are invariants iff the corresponding (i2’) = (vi, vi, vi) 
satisfies 
d(-:-) Vj=l,2 i vi0 
[ i = 
where 0i is the zero funct;on in [[C(ti)+Z]+[U+Z]]. 
III the next sectioYl we shall define an invariant for the coloured Petr: net to be a set 
of functions satisfying (*). Thus (i2’) is an invariant and we shah prove (as a 
generalization of Theorem I) that this implies that the function in [U -.B E] defined by 
i VXm (PiN 
i=l 
is the same for all markings m reachable from the initial marking. 
111 this section we define coloured Petri nets and show how the i:rvariant-method of 
Lautenbach can be generalized to coloured Petri nets. 
Let A be a nonempty set and let D be N or Z. By [A + ID], we denote the set of 
functions g E [A + D], where the support {a E A 1 g(a) # 0) is finite. For finite A we 
have [A + ID& = [A -3 ID]. 
A colouaed Perri net is a 5-tuple CPN = (P, T, C, W, mo) (fixed or xhe rest of this 
section, except for examp!sts), where 
(1) P is a set of places, 
(2) T is a set of transitions, 
(3) PnT=& PuT#(d, 
(4) C is the colour-function defined from P u T into nonempty sets, 
(5) W is the incidence-function defined on P x T such that W(p, t) E 
[C(tj+[C(p)+Z],j for all (p, t)e Px T, 
(6) mo, the initial marking, is a function defined on P, such that m (p) E [C( p) + tV]t 
for all p E P. 
A marking of is a function m defined on P, such that m(p) E [C(p) -s, N]t foa 
all p E P. Let p be a place and t a transition. Elements of C(p) an 
coEourS. p is an inplrt place (output place) for t i W( p, t)(c’)(c”) c 0 ( 
0) for at 1tXSt one pair of colours c’ E C(t) a C”E C(p). Note that in contrast to 
place/transition-nets aplace may be both input place and output place for t 
transition 
or the recut of this section we assume that the sets of places and transitions are 
finite and of the for 2,,..,pn}andT={tl } where n, m E &I. as 
incidence-functio e considered iris an 
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Let and be nonempty sets. Each function f E [ 
linear extension in [[A + Z], + [ + Z],]. The extended fun 
nd it is defined to satisfy g)(b) = CaEA g(a)( f (a)( 
nctions with only finite supports, excludes markings with an infinite 
okens on a single place, and it guarantees convergence of the summation 
used to define linear extension 
To formalize the firing rule we need a few definitions: A weighfed set of transitions 
is a function x defined on T, such that x(t) E [C(t) + Z], for al” I E T. It is positive iff 
x(t)(c) 3 0 for all pairs t E T and c E C(t) and x(t)(c) > 0 for at least one pair t E T and 
c E C(t). We next generalize matrix-multiplication substitu cng each product by a 
function composition or a function application. Let a = !~~j)~SiS++S and b = 
(bjk)lcj<s,lsk<t be two matrices and define a @b = (ci&SiSf,lSkSr by 
S 
cik = C aiibjk for all a’~ 1,. . . ,r and all k~l,. t ‘WY 3 
j-l 
where the juxtaposition aijbjk means function composition or function application. 
We shall only use this gener:Gized operation on matrices where the elements fit 
together in the sense that the function compositionsI/applications and sums are 
possible. 
Two markings m and m’ are in the relation m 2 m’ iff Vp E P, Vc E C(p) 
[m(p)(c) 2 m’(p)(c)]. W- is a matrix constructed from W 5y 
- W( p, t)(c)(F), 
W7PY Nc’)(c”) = (() if W(p, t)j(c’)(c”) < 0, 
r if W(p, t)(c’)(c”) 2 0 
for all (p, t)~ Px T, all C’E C(t) and all C”E C(p). 
Having made these definitions, concession, firing and (direct) reachability are 
defined exactly as for place/transition-nets (except hat ‘*’ is replaced by ‘a’). AS for 
place/transition-nets it follows from the firing rule that if a marking m’ is reachable 
from another marking m, there exists a weighted set of transitions X, such that 
m’= m+W@x. 
Let U be a nonempty set. A weighted set of places (with respect o U) is a functio:n 
v defined on P, such that v(p) E [C(p) + [ IJ + Z],] for all p E P. For a motivation of 
this definition see the last part of Section 3. 
Let v be a weighted set of places (w,!th respect to U) and 0 = (Oj)lsjs,n a 
matrix of zero functions Oj E [[C(tj) + Z$+ [U + Elf]. If v 0 W = 0, then v 0 m’ = 
v 0 m for /r’? markings m ’ and m, where m’ is reachable from m. v is then said to be an 
invariant. 
. Replace ‘*’ by ‘@’ in the proof of Theorem 1. istributivity follows from 
earity of the functions in 2’. Associativity follows from associativity of fu 
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As for pIace/transition-nets each linear combination of invariants is itself an 
invariant. Moreover if v is an invariant (w3h respect o Ur) and w is a function in 
[ & + [ & ip j?],], then w 0 v is an invariant (with respect o C.72). 




w(p, t) e ‘$(t) 3 [c(p) -4 ;Li3f-J 
Marking 
- __~ _ 
Weighted set of 
places (invariant) 
463) E [C(P) -) [u + 
Fig. 12. Functionality for the functions defined in connection with coloured Petri nets. 
pher system 
Next we analyse the coloured Petri net, Fip 9. describing the philoso- 
Markings are represented as formal sums. 
From the incidence-matrix in Fig. 10 we find the two invariants (il’) and (i2’). 
From 
(il’) m (think) + r;n (eat) = c PH 
we conclude that each philosopher is either thirrkin;; or eating, but not both. 
From 
(i2’) LEFT(m (eat)) + RIGHT(m (eat)) + uz (free forks) = c F 
we conclude that no philosopher can be eating at the same time as one of his 
neighbours. 
The coloured Petri net of Fig. 9 cannot deadlock. 
Assume that wa is reachable from the initial marking. Then uz satisfies (il’) 
If m(eat) # 0, ‘put down forks’ has concession. 
) = 0, it follows from (il’) and (i2’) that 
rr,,(think) = C P rut (free forks) = C F 
e to&s’ has ~ncession (for all colours in P 
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which t may fire). The relationship between the new places and transitions are 
determined by the corresponding elements in the matrix determined by the 
(P, 0. 
ection 3 we showed a transfv>rmation i  the opposite direction. There we 
constructed a coloured Petri net from a place/‘transition-net. However, the con- 
structed net is not unique. In fact given a place/transition-net, each partition of the 
places together with each partition of 5: transitions determine a coloured Petri net. 
As the two extremes we obtain either a coloured Petri net with the same number of 
places and transitions as the place/transition-net or a coloured Petri net with only 
one place and one transition. In the first case each place and each transition has 
attached a set of colours with only one element. In the second case the single place 
(transition) has a colour for each place (transition) in the place/transition-net. 
Moreover, as shown in Section 3 each ordered list of invariants for the place/tran- 
sition-net determines an invariant for the constructed coloured Petri net. 
It is thus important to choose the right abstraction-level for place?, transitions and 
invariants in coloured Petri nets. In terms of mathematics this is equivalent o the use 
of functions, which are determined by simple matrices where the different colours are 
treated in a systematic way. 
From the discussion above it follows that place/transition-nets and coloured Petri 
nets are equivalent with respect o descriptive power (in the sense formally defined in 
[Z]). Equivalence with respect o descriptive power, means that the two formalkms in 
principle can be used to describe the same class of systems. It tells nothing about the 
usefulness or succinctness of the respective descriptions. 
It should be mentioned that our invariant-method at present is non-constructive in 
the sense that it gives no algorithm to construct invariants (without transforming the 
coloured Petri net to the corresponding place/transition-nci and then constructing 
invariants from the expanded incidence-matrix). It will be a subject for future 
research to investigate to which degree the methods for solution of linear equations 
apply when multiplication of integers is replaced by composition of functions. In [9] 
we define a set of transformation rules, which can be used to simplify the incidence- 
matrix of a coloured Petri net, without changing the set of invariants. 
Fortunately it seems often to be the case that a number of *potential invariants can 
be found from the properties we expect the net to fulfil. It is then easy, using our 
method, to check whether they really are invariants. If this is the case new invariants 
can be construcled from them by means of addition, scalar multiplication and 
functional composition. An example of this will be given in Section S. 
As a more complicated example of the use of coloured Petri nets we co 
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he must send a message to each of the other managers thereby informing them abo- it 
the update. Having sent this set of messages, the sending manager waits, until all 0th r 
managers hxe received his message, performed an update and sent an acknoa,- 
ledgment. When all acknowledgments are present e sending managc r returns tc 1 :e 
inactive. At that time (but not before) another manager may perform an update and 
send messages. 
Each manager can be in three states: ‘inactive’, ‘waiting’ (for ackrowledgmenrs) 
and ‘performing’ (dn update on request of another manager). The managers COTR- 
municate via a fixed set of message buffers, MB = ((s, r) 1 s, r E DBM A s # r}, where s 
represents the sender and r represents the receiver. Each message b offer may be in 
four different states: ‘unused’, ‘sent’, ‘received’ and ‘acknowledged’. Yhe system e,an 
be described by the coloured Petri net in Fig. 13. 
E is a set containing only a single element E. In formal sums we shail often write n 
instead of nr, where n E N. Intuitively E represents tokens without a c 
set of colours C we define s4BS E [C + [E + B]J and ID E [C -+ [C + ,ZJr] by 
Vc E C [ABS(c) = E A ID(c) = c]. 
To be rigorous ABS and ID should be equipped by an index stating their domajln. 
Intuitively (the linear extension of) ABS ccunts the number of tokens in its argument 
ignoring their colour. Thus it plays a similar role as the value-concept in [ 1,9], but in 
our formalism it is fully integrated in the method and has no special st:rtus. ABS( X) 
willoftenbewrittenasIxl.AsanexampleABS(3u-u+2w)=(3u-u+2wl ‘4~ =-4 
for u, v, w c= C. 
The functions REC and MINE are defined by 
V(s;, r) E MB [REC((s, r)) = r], 
Vs c DBM INEW = C (s, r)] . 
r#s 
In the initial marking mo(inactive) = CDBM, m&nused) = c MB a qd 
mo(exclusion) =1. All otjier places are unmarked. 
The incidence-matrix i*; shown in Fig. 14. For th.e moment ignore invariants (61 
and (i7). 
From 
(il) m (inactive) + m (waiting) + na (performing) = C 
we conclude that each database manager is in exactly one of its three states. 
From 
(i2) ) + m (sent) + m (received) + m (acknowJedged) =2: M 
we con elude that each message buffer is in exactly one of its four states. 
From 
)I + m (exclusion) 7 t 
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Fig, 13. Coloured Petri net describing a network of databases with a simple communication discipline. 
From 
(id) yn! (performing) = REC(m (received)) 
we coIkclude that a manager is ‘performing’ iff there is a message buffer addressed to 
him on ‘received’. 
From 
(n-2 (waiting)) = i-n (sent) + m (receive 
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we conclude that when a manager is ‘waiting all his message buffers are either “sent’, 
‘received’ or ‘acknowledged (and thus none of them are ‘unused’). 
t ‘waiting’ none of his message buffers are ‘sent ‘, ‘received or ‘acknowledged’ 
s they are all ‘unused’). 
5.d. Completing a marking 
+ 
A et YCE be a marking reachable from the initial marking with 
n;ft (performing) = u1 + ~2 + ~3 (where ~1, ~2 and u3 are different elements of ). 
Titien m(received) = (4, ~1) +(q, uz) + (q, ~43) for some q E DBM and q f ui for aE1 
i G, 1 9 l l l 9 3. 
Q~of. From (i4) we conclude that m(received) = (41, uJ+(q,, uz)+(q3, ~3) for 
someqiEDBMandqi#uiforalliE1,...,3. 
From (is) we conclude that qi G m (waiting) for all i E 1, . . . ,3 and then it follows 
from (i3) that q1 = q2 = q3. 
The corresponding proof in [l] uses one page of rather complicated equations and 
moreover part of the predicate/transition-net is unfolded to a complicated 
place/tra9sition-net. 
5.2. Constructing a complicated invariant from simph ones 
In [l] an invariant is constructed through the places ‘performing’, ‘exclusion’, 
%ent’ and ‘acknowledged’. By our invariants (i3) and (i4) there is a simple relation- 
sitip between ‘waiting’ and ‘exclusion’ and between ‘performing’ and ‘received‘. 
T’hus the above invariant in [l] is similar to our (is). If, however, for some reason we 
want to construct an invariant through exactly the same four places as [ l]$ this can be 
dc,ne in two steps as shown by invariants (i6) and (i7) in Fig. 14, As indicated, (i6) is 
constructed from (5) and (i4) by means of the function REC and subtraction. Then 
(i’7) is constructed from (i3) and (i6) by means of scalar multiplication, the function 
ABS and subtraction (n is the number of managers). 
It should te added that, in our opinion, (is) is more interesting than (i7) since it 
allows us to deduce more information about the colours of the involved tokens. 
The coloured Petri net in Fig. 13 cannot deadlock. 
. Assume that a marking m is reachable from the initial marking. 
at least one manager d E DBM is ‘waiting’ in m, it follows from (25) tha”i his 
message buffers are either ‘sent’, ‘received’ or ‘acknowledged’. 
If at least one b r (d, r) E MB is ‘received’ it follows from (i4) that r is 
‘p Erforming and the send acknowledgment’ has concession (with colour r). 
If at least one buffer (d, r) E Ii3 is ‘sent’ it follows from (i3) and d P r that r 
ing’ we conclude from (i4) that there is a. 
(25) e is ‘waiting’ but the 
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We then have that ((d, r) is both ‘sent’ and ‘received’ in contradiction to (iz 
follows from ilil) that r must be ‘inactive’, and *hen ‘receive message’ has c 
(with colonr r). 
If all d ‘f; buffers are ‘acknowledged’, ‘receive acknowledg ts’ ?as concession 
(with colour d). 
If at least ciike manager d E D is ‘performing’ in m, it follows f ran ) that the -e 
is a buffer {s, d), which is ‘received’ and thus ‘send acknowled concessic sn 
(with colour d). 
If no manager is ‘waitirtg’ or ‘performing’ in m it follows from (il) ttlnt all manage 
are ‘inactive’, from (i3) that ‘exclusion’ is marked and from (i2) a:xf (is) that iall 
message buffers are ‘unused’. Thus ‘update and send messages’ has concession (with 
any solour in DBM). 
The development of the generalized invariant-method was strongly promoted iisy 
many discussions with Kogens Nielsen and Erik Meineche Schmidt. Useful COI 
ments were also made by Hartmann Genrich, Kurt Lautenbach, Briajl Mayoh and 
Antoni MazurkieE., icz. 
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